
WRITING A PERSONAL STATEMENT FOR SCHOLARSHIPS

Learn how to Write a killer personal statement for your scholarship applications. Use our tips and our example as a
template!.

South Florida Dance Company was my saving grace, a place where I was able to restart my experiences in
dance and renew the joy I once felt in my art. Even more unimaginable was the thought that ice skating might
become one of the most useful parts of my life. Proofread your essay and use the spell-check tool. It was an
incredible feeling regaining my confidence and surety in my abilities, as a result of the additional help that I
received from my dance teacher, Ms. While in high school, I was captain of the varsity volleyball team for two
years. Be clear. If not, focus on other areas. The 16 steps I have always known, soon to be demolished. Have
someone else read over your essay to make sure that you have not made any exaggerated claims, but have
clearly given enough detail to indicate your skills fully and accurately, your thoughts are well articulated, and
it is easy to follow. My grandpa, a man of the fields, paved the way so I could defy the odds with my
prosperity. It is also worth keeping in mind that some programs require an interview for finalists where it will
be easy to spot those who have not been genuine in their personal statements. In the past I believed that my
father was necessary to rise but instead I found that false hope was an unnecessary accessory and now I refuse
to let the fact that I am fatherless define the limits of the great things that I can accomplish. By dedicating my
time as a Student Ambassador, I have allowed myself to excel at communicating with others and improving
my customer service skills. This essay needs to be representative of your very best work; make sure you give
it the time it deserves! Through my experience as a volunteer that communicates a lot with parents, I have
learned that the American Dream does not simply belong to first generation students like myself. Seeing how a
single inch could disarrange the lining of gears not only taught me the importance of detail but also sparked
my fascination with fixing things. My family members stressed the importance of being a good influence; as I
adapted this behavior, I utilized this in my leadership positions. Show drafts of your personal statement to as
many people as you can with the exception, of course, of awards like the Rhodes and Mitchell, which have
rules against this. Concepts like financial aid, grants, loans, are all foreign concepts as most of our parents
never went to college. But, you should make sure to include the following five elements: Personality What
makes you unique?


